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A very brief history of mission research of the 20th century and how it shaped
much of the mission work in the last century.
Keep your thinking cap on and stay focused. There will be lots of information
to process.
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The characteristics of mission studies transformed to become science of
mission, counting, measuring, statistics, forecasting and interpreting
Christianity and its contours.
The inquiry of Christian mission was first Biblical, theological and historical
studies.
After the Second World War, it was radically shifted to the science in general
such as cultural and anthropological, resulting names of schools of world
mission were changed to schools of intercultural studies.
More recently it has shifted again to sociological, informational, marketing
economics and mathematical statistics.
Non-western approach to research, more holistic than compartmental or
surgical.
However, legacy of Colonial mindset still exist.
Go beyond current diagnostic and clinical in approach to the history and trends
of missions.
Need for more creative, anatomical approach to mission studies required.
Greater research empowerment and partnership need to be facilitated.
What is God doing in the world? Help me understand.
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Not going back to William Carey - "An Inquiry into the Obligations of Christians
to Use Means for the Conversion of the Heathens", published in 1792. His
survey of the world, data and tables of people of the world, incredible
researcher.
Or Hudson Taylor - “China's Spiritual Need and Claims", published in 1865.
Used maps, graphs and statistical analysis to show that interiors of China was
largely neglected by Protestant missionaries. CIM.
Major event of the last century remains 1910 WMC at Edinburgh. It was
preceeded by gathering of mission leaders in Liverpool 1860, London 1888
and New York 1900.
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Remember, the slogan of the Edinburgh conference – “Evangelization of the
World in this Generation”
Four major events of the last fifty years that shaped mission work in recent
decades. This is primarily from the perspective of the evangelical and
Pentecostal world.
Also highlights some major mission thrust that came out of the events.
Of course, there were other events in Pattaya in 1980 and others. Other focus
areas at 2010 like Orality, Marketplace and others.
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Recent years of research significant altered the course of missionary activities.
It shaped how we prayer, what we did, where we went, what we wrote, how we
mobilized, mission organizations,
It brought out publications and journal articles. UPG list and adoption of
mission targets, maps of 10/40 windows on our walls and adoption of regions
and nations within the window. Led to creation of entities such as Joshua
Project, IMB research division, MARC and Fuller seminary (Church Growth
movement and other focus areas for missions worldwide)
They provided mandate for the global church and shaped all of our missionary
activities.
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David Barrett & Todd Johnson. New one is under development for 2020 WCD
in Boston. Atlas of Global Christianity. Geography is history now. Or at least we
have known geography as a result of transnational global linkages.
Overcome distrust for numbers in religious studies since we are talking about
spiritual things and we should not quantify. Some quote David’s attempt to
taking census in the last chapter of 2 Kings and how anger of the Lord. Sin
was not taking census, but David’s pride and aggrandizement. In the OT, god
told many times to “take census” and we have book in the bible called
“Numbers”. Men of Isaachar (1 Chro 12;32), who knew the times and what
Israel must do. Researchers are small group that decides what churches,
missions and academia must do. What to focus on, what to prioritize, where to
put our personnel and resources, guiding future generations, shaping the
future of Christianity movement itself. At the same time, it is not to show off,
triumphalism, funding diversion etc.
Math majors and engineers in mission love numbers. Let’s have some mercy
for follks with art, literature and history backgrounds!
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Keen eyes, sharp minds and discerning heart to see what God is doing in our
world and where we should focus our limited resources, nurturing young
scholars,
Stewardship of God’s resources for God’s work
Most research and publications still coming out of the West
Global south and majority world must set aside resources and personnel for
mission research.
Write about mission work being in your part of the world and what God is
doing. Overcome the reluctance to ongoing research and publish your works.
Develop publications and distribution of resources. Leverage oral history and
make it online. Asia and Africa need not follow the western model to establish
printing press or publishing houses with lots of overheads. Just go online, use
free tools and other platforms to distribute. But don’t just publish for the sake of
it or name recognition, but do really good research and train others.
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Why is diaspora research so crucial and so challenging?
Just as in the first century, Jewish diaspora changed the nature and trajectory
of Christianity, today’s diasporas will redefine Christianity as we know it and
who belongs to it in the 21st century.
Unreached people are no longer confined to any window… cat is out of the
box. It is like shooting a moving target.
At the Cape Town Congress, diaspora was launched as a major focus area for
the global church Five later,, UN declared 2015 as the year of the migrant.
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Chinese established their first church in Chicago in 1917 and I was part of their
centenary celebration. Last year, the association of Chinese churches in
Chicago (about 40 evangelical churches of various denominations) asked if I
could help them to research the community and provide recommendations to
their pastors and leaders.
I am using US census, American Community Survey data
Conducting my own online survey and hope to interview about 60 leaders in
the community.
Semi-structured interviews with pastors, elders and key community gate
keepers
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A brief profile about the community
There are nearly 10K Chinese in UIUC
Chinese make up largest international students in the US, over 300K. Last
year over 6000 of them came to UIUC, more than half of all intl students in the
college and fivefold increase since 2010.
Five Chinese churches in Chicago have already decided to partner together to
establish a new church in campus.
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12 month long research project
I am leading the project and being helpf by 5 researchers, four of them from
the community itself.
We are using diaspora missiology framework as developed by the Lausanne
Movement Diaspora team.
Advising Chinese leaders about what to focus on and what to prioritize for the
next few decades.
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Last year in 2017, was a turning point that is going to dramatically transform
global trade. Trade routes are important to human migration.
These are trains arriving in Europe from China.
One Belt One Road project of China to build high speed rail network that
stretches across Eastern coast of China to all the way to Western Europe.
A few trillion dollar project, largest infrastructure project on our planet.
Save 8-10 days to transport good from factories of China to showrooms
Billion of dollars to be saved, millions of new business will be created.
Migration scholars estimate by the middle of this century, OBOR will bring 100
million Chinese will land up in Europe.
Out of which, nearly 60 million will be Christians and new 250K churches will
need to be established.

In reasearching global migration and iaspora communities, we track human
mobility, connectivity and fluidity, which tend to accelerates movement of
people. So we keep track of technology and economies of transporation,
communication and human interactions of every form all over the world.
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Good research provides much clarity and lead to development of effective
strategy and ministry implementations
Results in new visions, birth and growth of new leaders and organizations
Multidisciplinary approaches,
Mission researchers borrow heavily from statistics, demography, social
sciences
To or not to use latest Marketing research techniques and gimmicks
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Empirical approaches. Do we need to measure and manage things… or leave
it to the Spirit?
Harvard has a new Quantitative Social Sciences institute? Computation
biology, bioinformatics,
Insurance companies track heart rate, sugar levels, dietary and workout
schedules to predict health risks?
Need for wisdom, make sense of large and complex data
Human are better in pattern recognition than computers.
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It is designed to explore cultural phenomena where the researcher observes
society from the point of view of the subject of the study
Participant observation and immersion. Traditionally anthropologist going to
live among remote communities and studying them closely.
Surveys, Focus groups, research firms, questionnaires, field interviews etc
Present the insider’s view on how life is done. Go beyond merely counting
them. What do they think, how do they feel about something, what do they
believe, how do people related to each other etc. We must get a closer and
deeper understanding of people and their cultural contexts.
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A new field of study
Recent controversy over Cambridge Analytics using Facebook data to
determine political leanings of every adult in the United States and seems to
used by Trump campaign and used by Russian hackers to interfere in the US
election process.
Some of the technology and social media companies like Google, Amazon,
Facebook and others track our online activities…
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Demography provides factual information about a person – age, gender, race,
household income etc.
But Psychographic – lifestyle choices, musical preference, personality traits,
opinions, political leaning, brand preferences, restaurants, hotels, repeated
interactions
Social media and smart phones also track when do you wake up, what you do
every day, where you shop, friends network, cumulative buying behaviors,
spending habits, travels etc. Much more than you know about yourself.
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Two different profile description of the same person
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Power of images to communicate mission ideas and narratives. Translatable
and far reaching An image is worth a thousand words.
A visual narrative that draws us into the realities of our world and God’s global
Church. Sstunning graphics to illustrate the best available data on the spread
of the gospel or work yet to be done or resources that need to be mobilized.
Get through overloaded clutter in the minds of our audience, effecfive
communication tools. 30 or 50 times more effective than an article.
Six most widely spoken language in Africa (elearning project in Africa) and
unreached people group
How do we tell amore compelling story
How to create soul stirring Art or music about some facts your found out of
your research?
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Origination and Destination of world’s migrants
Who is seeking asylum in Europe and where do they come from. Who is
accepted and who is rejected?
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www.wordcloud.net
Bubbles – prioritization (how money is spent)
Population pyramid
Network analysis – nodes, links, clusters, core, peripheries, interactions
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Top 10 emotional drivers
IOT, access to mobile, new markets
Asoriba – is a Ghanian mobile app for church administration and
communications. An Award winning mobile app for church leaders and
members.
Daily devotionals to prayer requests… short teachings and videos streamed
throughout the week, not just Sunday sermons.
These mobile devises are fundamentally disrupting everything we do as
church. How we learn, how we interact, how we communicate, how we grow
spiritually, how we serve, how we give etc.
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We are all working for Google & Facebook knows more about me than I do
about myself.
Bridge, Broker, Closeness, Between, Path, Ties, lines, transactions, profiles
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Examples – Asia-Africa partnerships (Linking Global Voices)
Unleashing the power of data to help Christians to solve
New 400 million mobile phones in the next three years.
Lending, saving and financial management
Enterpreuners
Use it for good.
Evils of technology and media
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Remember the article by David Barrett in IBMR – Count the Worshippers in
mid 1990s.
Largest and fastest growing church in India – in the tech city of Hyderabad
About 180,000 in 2016.
www.Calvarytemple.in
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Newlife.org.tw
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www.ywam.org/SF
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TWR – app for refugees tracking need for Pastun audio contents and tracking
refugees where they are going.
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We have entered into a new era of missions. NO more west to rest, rise of the
global south. Everywhere to Everyone.
Margins becoming new centers as migrants become missionaries. Non
western world does not have to adopt old western models for mission
engagement
and research approaches.
To summarize, we need to employ new tools and methods to research our
current sociocultural and technological contexts.
a) Ethnography
b) Infography
c) Psychography
We must adopt new tools to study and understand new context as well reach
all people everywhere with the Gospel.
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Men of Isachaar, Understanding our times.
May this tribe increase and flourish. May God bless the work of our hands,
minds and heart.
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